
 

     
 
Bigas Luna Tribute New York City 
QUAD Cinema, 27 March-2 April 2020 
 
The Bigas Luna Tribute announces new events in New York City, in collaboration 
with Durham University (UK) and Quad Cinema (34 W. 13th St, New York, NY 
10011). 
 
The main events will take place on March 27-28th with the screening of the ‘Iberian 
Portraits’ trilogy (in Spanish with English subtitles) in 35mm. In the opening weekend 
films will include short introductions and Q&A sessions, as well as a cava reception. 

Organisers Betty Bigas (artist and art curator based in Barcelona and San Francisco, 
and daughter of Bigas Luna) and Santiago Fouz Hernández (Professor of Hispanic 
Studies and Film Studies at Durham University, UK) will introduce the classic 1992 
film Jamón jamón (starring Penélope Cruz, Javier Bardem and Jordi Mollà) on 
Friday 27 March at 7pm. The screening will be followed by a Q&A and a cava 
reception at Quad (included with the ticket).  

The double bill on Saturday 28 March starts at 5pm with Huevos de oro/Golden 
Balls (1993) – starring Javier Bardem and Maribel Verdú – introduced by Emeritus 
Professor Marvin D’Lugo (Clark University). La teta y la luna/The Tit and The 
Moon (1994) – starring Mathilda May – will follow from 7.15pm with an introduction 
by Distinguished Professor Paul Julian Smith (CUNY Graduate Center).  

There will be repeat screenings throughout the week until April 2nd. Please see 
quadcinema.com for further details and to purchase advanced tickets.  

In an intensive career as an artist and filmmaker, Josep Joan Bigas Luna (1946-
2013) released seventeen feature films, with considerable international success. 
Among his best known works are the ground-breaking erotic film Bilbao (1978), the 
horror classic Anguish (1987), starring Zelda Rubinstein (star of Poltergeist), the 
memorable Jamón, jamón (1992), which launched the career of Penélope Cruz, 
Javier Bardem and Jordi Mollà, and the critically acclaimed The Chambermaid of 
the Titanic (1997), starring Olivier Martinez. 

This series of homage events started San Francisco in 2015, and has continued 
since in over fifteen global cities including Barcelona, Mexico City, Sydney, Vienna 
and San José, in collaboration with around a dozen cinemas, three film festivals, the 
Mexican national Cineteca and the Costa Rican Film Production Centre and with the 
support of numerous institutional and commercial sponsorships.  



So far the Bigas Luna Tribute has hosted nearly 70 screenings in seven different 
countries around the world.  The Bigas Luna Tribute provides audiences with the 
unique opportunity of seeing some of Bigas Luna’s most critically acclaimed works 
and participate in in-depth discussions with special guests (academics and members 
of the Spanish film industry who worked with Bigas Luna). Organisers Betty Bigas 
(daughter of Bigas Luna, artist and art curator currently based in Catalonia) and 
Bigas Luna specialist, Professor Santiago Fouz Hernández (Durham University, UK), 
introduce some of the films and lead the Q&A sessions in the main events. Special 
guests have included Consol Tura, the casting director of all Bigas Luna’s films, 
Santiago Garrido Rua, co-director of Bigas x Bigas; Carmen Chaves Gastaldo, co-
scriptwriter of Yo soy la Juani and DiDi Hollywood; Celia Orós, widower of Bigas 
Luna and co-producer of Bigas x Bigas and filmmaker Ventura Pons; as well as 
many international academics and Bigas Luna specialists. Events have been very 
successful, with screenings of Jamón jamón often sold out well in advance.  

In Costa Rica, the Bigas Luna Tribute received a special mention by the Government 
as an event of cultural interest. Our events have been featured in the national 
newspapers of Spain (El país), Costa Rica (La nación), and, in Australia, on the 
cover of the Entertainment supplement of The Age and across the Fairfax network, 
as well as in many other news outlets and podcasts. In the UK the Newcastle event 
was recommended by The Guardian ‘The Guide’ as ‘unmissable’. 

We can be contacted via email (bigaslunatribute@gmail.com) for further information 
and media coverage about the NYC events. We are also happy to be approached by 
cinemas or film festivals interested in hosting future events. Organisers of this event 
will be available for interview and photography on Friday March 27th at Quad Cinema 
(appointments between 5 and 7pm can be arranged in advance via email).  

The Bigas Luna Tribute is on Twitter @bigaslunahomage  #bigaslunatribute and 
Instagram (bigaslunatribute). Please visit our website www.bigaslunatribute.info for 
more information about past, present and future events, publications and media. 
 
Further events planned for 2020 will be announced in the Spring.  


